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This paper engages with how engineering education in Sweden have been retooled towards literacy 
in social justice. To achieve this, the authors used a set of pedagogical tools aimed at analytical 
thinking, critical reflection, and peer-review by students. The students were asked to use the tools in 
the course to critically analyze social justice in the city planning of twentieth century Stockholm, 
Sweden. This included, for example, national identities, social engineering, and politics that shaped 
Swedish society. The authors conducted a textual analysis of student essays on social justice that 
indicate increased social justice literacy and a shift towards the practices of engineers’ work with city 
planning. The study concludes by discussing conditions for engineering students to gain familiarity 
with formats used for critical reflection within the humanities. 
 
KEYWORDS: engineering education, scaffolding, analytical thinking, critical reflection, peer review, 
social justice, retooling 

Introduction 

It’s the start of a new semester at the KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden. The 
students come here from Berlin, Burkina Faso, Buenos Aires, Cape Town, Copenhagen, New York, 
Delhi, Beijing, Istanbul, Tokyo and Paris. As they gather in one of the larger auditoriums on campus, 
we the teachers ask them about previous studies. The two things they have in common is also the 
focus of this article: all are students of engineering, and; none of them have participated in smaller 
seminar groups before. 

Our course, Swedish Society, Culture and Industry in Historical Perspective (SweSoc), was developed 
for the hundred-or-so international students coming to KTH annually. We provide them with both a 
curriculum that introduces the engineering students to theoretical concepts, such as social justice in 
Swedish society, and; pedagogical tools with which to organize their studies and thinking. Social justice 
and tools for thinking constitute “literacies” in engineering education, which according to Cumming-
Potvin and Currie (2013:26) have changed from initially referring to reading and writing skills towards 
focusing on how students learn to learn.  

We will describe the new literacies as part of a process in engineering education that historian of 
technology Rosalind Williams has coined “retooling”. The tools used for engineering education are 
rearranged as a result of the students coming from more diverse backgrounds than before and the 
engineering problems, like social justice, are increasingly complex to solve. We have here sought to 
make the concepts of analytical thinking, critical reflection, and peer review into tools, meaning 
explicit models, used for introducing students to social justice.  

The approach used in this paper is to analyze how students demonstrate literacy of these tools 
through peer review and written essays. In particular these focus on excursions to suburbs in 
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Stockholm (Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad) in relation to readings and reflections about the concept 
of social justice. The purpose of this article is to provide you, the reader, with two things: a review of 
social justice in engineering education, and; a set of tools for humanistic thinking to retool the 
engineering curricula. 

Background: Engineering education 

Social Justice 

What is the role of social justice in engineering education and how should students understand it? 
These are questions that were central to the course SweSoc and will be developed here in order to 
situate some of the programmatic proposal made in the US and Europe to reform education. While 
the concept of justice has been analyzed since the dawn of Western political philosophy, we here 
provide a brief review of different interpretations as an illustration of how each perspective would 
require different sets of literature to be used in a course such as SweSoc. 

The political philosopher Rawls formulated two principles, the first concerning structures that shape 
the distribution of opportunities, and the second being the difference principle. The difference 
principle is relevant to engineering education as it states that changes in society are just insofar as 
they improve the conditions of the very poorest. Safeguarding justice as fairness, according to Rawls, 
is the role of institutions, of which education is one. He stated, 

The natural distribution is neither just nor unjust; nor is it unjust that persons are born into 
society at some particular position…. What is just and unjust is the way that institutions deal with 
these facts. (Rawls 1971: 87) 

Let us look closer at the difference principle when considering the claim by economic historian Deidre 
McCloskley that innovation has historically improved conditions for the very poorest. McCloskley’s 
precondition for innovation is liberty and respect for the individual. These are liberal preliminary 
agreements for achieving justice and cannot be unmade by Rawl’s Marxist redistribution of wealth 
(McCloskley, 2010:25-26, 73).  

Geographer Sarah Whatmore in turn discard Rawl’s Marxism and McCloskley’s liberalism as 
universalist notions of rational humans, which she replaces with  an ethics of not only social but 
environmental justice that includes non-humans as well (Whatmore, 2002: 147-148). In turn, 
philosopher Laurens ten Kate (2011) historicizes principles of justice altogether as an effort to restore 
rationality as a whole following the disasters of the Second World War, the Holocaust and the Cold 
War. The end goal was never the principles themselves, but to re-establish some form of contract for 
humans and others to live together globally (Willem et al., 2011: 104-105).  

Correspondingly for societal planning in the US and Europe, engineering education has been 
embroiled in debates about various programmatic proposals for how to include social justice in 
engineering education (Lang et al., 1999), how to establish a social contract whereby science can help 
address societal challenges (Mauser et al, 2013; Gibbons, 1999) and training collaborative knowledge 
production could in turn make it socially robust (Lubchenco, 1998 ; JIIP, 2012). 

Regarding the new skills required to address the new problems, there have been numerous 
suggestions on how to change engineering education: networked literacies enable use of new media 
and cross-cultural competencies (IFTF, 2011); metacognition support awareness of how you know 
what you know (Knight & Yorke, 2004); and the grand challenges of engineering. 
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In the world of today, many of engineering’s gifts to civilization are distributed unevenly.... 
Countless millions have virtually no medical care available, let alone personalized diagnosis and 
treatment…. So in pursuing the century’s great challenges, engineers must frame their work with 
the ultimate goal of universal accessibility in mind. (NAE, 2008: 6) 

While the US National Academy of Engineering hoped the grand challenges would reassert the social 
relevance of engineering, numerous scholars have criticized them for keeping with a traditional view 
of engineering (Erin Cech et al., 2013 ; Nieusma & Tang, 2012). Rather than examining a change in 
education, the US is believed to suffer from a chronic shortage of engineers, which in turn is a threat 
to the country’s economic growth, and international competitiveness” (Sochacka et al. (2014 ; cf. 
Walther et al., 2013).  

Also the European Union has employed a similar policy rhetoric as that found in the grand challenges, 
which has repercussions in European higher education: a “scarcity of engineers” needed to solve 
complex challenges (FEANI, 2007); complex societal problems in turn require demand-driven 
“technological solutions” (JIIP, 2012: 17). 

Critique of the European Union’s proposal has focused on shifting to new pedagogical models that 
explicitly posit learning outcomes of disciplinary and professional knowledge (Edström & Kolmos, 
2015; CDIO, 2015). One study in particular emphasized affective dimensions of engineer social justice, 
like recognizing diverse stakeholders’ points of view, exercising independent thought and judgment, 
as well as the cognitive dimension of selecting among several critical questions to be addressed 
(Niewoehner, 2006). Recently there have also been concerns regarding source critique and the ability 
(or lack thereof) to distinguish between advertisement and news (Wineburg and McGrew 2016).  

In 2015, the Swedish Government made “critical reflection” a criterion of the degree ordinance for 
Swedish engineering education, outlined both as part of the engineers’ “competence”, and 
furthermore included social and ethical aspects in the category “judgment”. For the degree Master of 
Science in Engineering, the ability to demonstrate analytical thinking and critical reflection, in relation 
to social aspects, is said to be crucial for engineering (Swedish Higher Education Ordinance, 2015, see 
appendix 1 ; cf. Kabo et al, 2012).  

Swedish evaluations of engineering education have also pointed out that plans to address societal 
challenges lack a perspective on sustainability and related issues of social and environmental justice 
(Enelund et al., 2013; Svanström et al. 2012; Högskoleverket, 2006; UKÄ, 2013). Social justice literature 
from Sweden emphasizes environmental justice as an example of the tensions existing within 
sustainability discourse, rather than the consensus described in engineering plans that juxtaposes 
economic, social and environmental aspects. Planning made in the name of sustainability has uneven 
or unjust effects on different socioeconomic groups, which has become apparent in several of 
Stockholm’s city planning projects (Bradley at al., 2008). 

Retooling 

How do debates on social justice in philosophy, policy, and pedagogy relate to how we wanted to work 
in course SweSoc? To understand this we will now address a branch of scholarship that discusses the 
role of engineering education at an institutional level. These accounts are usually produced in 
connection to anniversaries at technical universities, for example when Drexel University celebrated 
its 125-year anniversary and several scholars acknowledged early efforts to include Humanities (the 
arts) as a means to address the new societal challenge of constantly changing technology. “The New 
Education”, proposed by New York lawyer and politician Chauncey Mitchell Depew in 1893, would 
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give students “training with machines, in drawing and scientific principles, as well as in the arts” 
(Depew, C. M. 1893:21-22 ; Falcone et al. 2016).  

The most comprehensive treatment of changes in engineering education is by Williams (2002) on how 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), US Cambridge, in late twentieth century redefined 
the role of engineering. Williams assert that “Engineers solve problems”, but then asks, “What are the 
problems?” As humans have so vastly engineered the earth so as to mix technology and nature, we 
keep running into ourselves. Engineering is no longer about shaping nature but about managing a self-
made habitat (Williams, 2002:23-24, 28).  

But how should engineers solve problems of technology when technology has also displaced 
engineering? Global networks of technological and economic power now shift employment to 
individualized efforts as large corporations or government institutions weakened. With increasing 
emphasis on self-promotion, engineering students are required to learn human skills in addition to 
technical ones (Williams, 2002:58-59, 81). 

At MIT, engineers enjoy making things. They “tool”. And by tooling away they restructure their own 
habitat. But in a reflexive world, engineering is more complex than making things. Engineers have to 
retool, which Williams suggest is to understand engineering as a profession – a profession that starts 
in engineering education (Williams, 2002:28). 

One output of Williams’ urge for retooling was to establish a course on the history of engineering 
education at MIT. Historian of technology Arne Kaijser moved from KTH in 2004 to become a guest 
researcher at MIT. During his time there he took interest in how courses brought humanistic analysis 
and reflection into engineering education. Kaijser had previously formulated a proposal for 
reorganizing engineering education at KTH, 

The students are not encouraged to think critically or questioning…. One indirect consequence 
of the authoritarian form is that the engineering students are lulled into a false sense that most 
problems they will face in their future professional life have an exact solution: it is just a matter 
of finding the correct equation to apply. (Kaijser, 1998) 

Upon returning to KTH, Kaijser developed the course SweSoc based on his experiences at MIT. His aim 
was to relate engineering education to societal development in Stockholm and Sweden. When we the 
authors inherited Kaijser’s course SweSoc, the question is no longer why the arts are part of making 
engineering societally relevant. The question is how such an education should be organized. The work 
begun by Williams and Kaijser towards retooling engineering have in turn encouraged us to question 
the tools, the methodologies or explicit models, by which the humanities can address social justice in 
engineering education. The following section describes how we introduced and studied tools for 
analytical thinking, critical reflection, and peer review to the students in the course SweSoc. 

Methodology 

Explicit Models for Analytical Thinking, Critical Reflection and Peer Review  

SweSoc is a course at KTH that provides tools for engineering students to practice literacy in social 
justice through analytical thinking, critical reflection and peer review. The learning objectives required 
that the student: 
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I. Outline and demonstrate knowledge on the main characteristics of the “Swedish model” (i.e. 

political system, welfare state structure and neutrality/non-alignment policy), 

II. Outline and demonstrate knowledge on the general development of Swedish industry and 

technology in the post-WWII period, 

III. Outline and demonstrate knowledge on the basic characteristics of Swedish city planning 

during the post-WWII period, and, 

IV. Demonstrate analytical reading and writing, including reflecting, referencing, reasoning and 

deconstructing analytical questions central to the course content. 

We wish to draw attention to the fourth objective, which we added to the course in order to introduce 
the tools, the explicit models, for students to use when solving questions through readings, 
excursions, seminars, and peer review. Due to the large number of students participating, it was 
central to facilitate student activation before, during and after the seminars as a means for them to 
self-assess their training. We will describe each of the tools in turn. 

 

 

Figure 1. Elements of analysis (Source: Course Material, 2014) 

 

First, we asked students to presume that thinking “generates purposes; raises questions; uses 
information; utilizes concepts; makes inferences; based on assumptions; that generates implications 
and; embodies a point of view” (Richard & Elder, 2005). Students were to create analytical overviews 
of the course questions by dividing the readings, lectures, and excursions into elements of analysis, as 
seen in Figure 1. 

Secondly, we met students at seminars to facilitate critical reflections about the texts, see Figure 2. 
We instructed students to reflect about the method, empirical design, writing style as well as the 
novelty of the text with respect to other texts on the course. The precursor to the tools is derived from 
early Socratic dialogues where a students’ thinking develops through increasingly refined questioning. 

PURPOSEPURPOSE

QUESTI ON

TERM

PERSPECTI VEASSUMPTI ONS

I NFORMATI ON

/SOURCES

RESULTS

I MPLI CATI ONSI MPLI CATI ONS

SOURCE: R. Paul &  L. Elder. The Critical Thinking Community.

http://www.crit icalthinking.org/ctmodel/logic-model1.htm
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METHOD:  
Strength/weakness of approach used? 

NOVELTY:  
Why is the text interesting and novel? 

EMPIRICAL DESIGN:  
Alternative ways to carry out study? 

WRITING STYLE: 
Alternative ways to write the paper?  

Figure 2. Critical reflection on results in texts (Source: Course material, 2014). 

 

Thirdly, students had to explicitly use analytical thinking and critical reflection when giving peer review 
to texts of other students. These texts were central to answering questions of the course. The peer 
review had four steps: 

1. The student wrote a text using course content to answer a question relating to one of the 
course’s learning objectives. 

2. The student uploaded the text to SweSoc’s web portal and downloaded two texts uploaded 
by other students. 

3. The student used the explicit model for analytical thinking and critical reflection to give peer 
review on other students’ texts, then uploaded these to the web portal. 

4. The student received peer review from other students on the text and feedback from the 
teacher on their peer review. 

Peer review requires active student participation that makes students aware of their own learning 
processes through involvement in other students’ learning (cf. Biggs & Tang, 2007: 64, 79; Elmgren & 
Henriksson, 2010; Harvey, 2013; Healey et al., 2014). To understand the role of peer review in 
retooling engineering education, we draw upon Lev Vygotsky’s social-historical theory of cognitive 
development. Vygotsky emphasized tools as central to shaping human skills and thinking. Vygotsky 
based his concept of “tool” on Friedrich Engels’ work for how material tools influenced speech 
development. Vygotsky expanded the definition of a tool to refer to enablers of abstract thinking, 
whereby a tool is an explicit model for how to think, write and speak, that eventually leads to thinking 
about thinking, i.e. metacognition, or self-assessment (Engels, 1925; Vygotsky, 1978). Vygotsky argued 
that students attain self-assessment within their zone of proximal development. The zone refers to all 
functions that are within the students’ reach today, if supported by instruction, but that they can grasp 
themselves tomorrow, without instruction (Vygotsky, 1978).  

Vygotsky’s theoretical point is that tools for analytical thinking, critical reflection, and peer review 
serve as scaffolds to be put around the learning situation to support the students learning. We 
therefor used peer-review both as a means for students to give or get individual feedback to and from 
each other but also to demonstrate and understand analytical and critical readings of the course 
content. This process of learning by giving feedback contributes to students’ self-assessment when 
comparing their own writing to that of others by using a set of criteria. 

The tools for analytical thinking, critical reflection, and peer review serve as introductory, simplified, 
versions of entire fields of inquiry in the humanities and social sciences (cf. Cottrel, 2005; Elder & 
Richard, 2007; Lagerqvist, 2010). We do argue, however, that introductory models should be explicit 
and limited in complexity so as to promote clarity and application of their use.  
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Discussing and Experiencing Social (in)Justice in Stockholm: Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad  

We combined several forms of educational activities to support different types of learning, for 
example visiting areas of city planning to learn about these on site (cf. Lave & Wenger, 1991). In this 
way we hoped to combine the tools for thinking, reflecting, and reviewing not only to texts but also 
to discussions at seminars and excursions to the suburban settings of Stockholm, see Table 1.  

We selected the suburbs of Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad as two examples of social engineering in 
Sweden. The Swedish government planned Husby in the 1970s to be a socially sustainable community, 
where Swedish citizens would work, live, and consume services and goods locally. Husby earned 
international renown as being one of the great progressive housing projects of the late twentieth 
century. But then several of the work opportunities were outsourced during Sweden’s structural crises 
of the late 1970s onwards. The new residents of Husby were primarily migrants and refugees, for 
whom Stockholm City provided little support to integrate. While these changes occurred in Husby 
during the 1990s, Stockholm City by contrast invested heavily in rebuilding its old southern shipping- 
and wharf-districts into a new district, Hammarby Sjöstad, that it envisioned would become an eco-
friendly residency. Environmental sustainability also meant social gentrification, as integrated Swedes 
moved from areas of city planning, like Husby, to new ones like Hammarby Sjöstad. 

The breakdown of planning in Husby is synonymous for a lack of dialogue between engineering 
decision-makers and the inhabitants. Riots in and around Husby 2013 made these misalignments all 
the more apparent. In interviews, residents of Husby described the underlying reason for the riots as 
a failure of democracy, the (mis)conduct of police, the dismantling of city planning in Husby and, as a 
combination of these factors, resistance by youth to what they considered racism in Swedish society 
(de los Reyes et al., 2014). 

 
Table 1: Overview of course activities, topics, and analytical model   

 

Our students read about Swedish city planning while also visiting both Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad. 
We asked them to include both readings and visits as part of their discussions and writings. Local 
organizations and other researchers of city planning supported the students as guides while reviewing 
the many demographic and societal changes which the residencies had undergone since the 1970s 
onwards (cf. DN, 2014). We encouraged students to refer to these settings and conditions when 
answering examination questions, for example, 

Course 
activities  

Topics Analytical model Activity 

Seminar 1 Environmental justice 
Team discussion: introduce 
critical-analytical reading  

Team discussion 
instructions by seminar 
leader 

Seminar 2 
Peer-review – self 
assessment 

Part 1: write text + peer-
review  

Reflect and discuss 
improvements according to 
criteria in model 

Seminar 3 
Read and apply critical-
analytical model 

Course evaluation as 
feedback and self 
assessment as learning  

Oral presentation 

Excursion 
suburbs 

Segregation, social and 
environmental 
sustainability  

Situated learning field trip 
to suburbs of Stockholm 

Visit to NGO, walking tour in 
Husby and Hammarby 
Sjöstad 

Lectures 
City planning, Stockholm 
City building regimes  

Analytical question + 
required reading for each 
lecture  

Reading by analytical 
question  + Q&A lecturer 
interaction  
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Who can use cities and systems? What role is played by identity, city planning, industry and 
infrasystems? How are these shaped, influenced and changed and by whom? 

For students to think of city planning as an issue of social justice, we encouraged them to 
rethink concepts like infrasystems and structures in relation to changing social conditions in 
residential areas. Firstly, how do you plan for systems of telecom, electricity, roads and 
railroads or waste and water management when constrained by existing infrastructures, like 
the old wharfs of Hammarby Sjöstad? Secondly, how do you remodel apartments to 
accommodate new groups of residents from socio-economic groups with different needs 
compared to needs identified when the housing was first planned, like in Husby? Thirdly, how 
do you as a planner access networks of residents who have local knowledge and experience 
of the area that you are planning? And fourthly, how do you assess national identities or 
media descriptions of residents, and what comparisons could the student make to their home 
country?  

Methods for studying analysis and reflection about social justice in student course essays 

We employed textual content analysis to study how students used the tools of analytical thinking, 
critical reflection, and peer review in conducting their course essays, which was their last assignment 
in SweSoc. Textual content analysis requires an in-depth reading of narratives and arguments 
presented in texts. For example, some studies seek to understand how arguments and issues are 
portrayed in texts in different media forums (Sochacka et al., 2014), or in discourses of policy 
documents for city planning (Vaara et al., 2010). For quantifying the textual content analysis, we relied 
on the software NVivo, version 11. In total, we received and analyzed 72 course essays, which amounts 
to a third of all students of the course.1 We analyzed the essay content with respect to: 

1.  If and how the students wrote analytically about arguments in essay assignments  
2.  If and how the students reflected critically on questions of social justice, particularly course 

content relating to Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad, in the written essays  

We examined if and how the students explicitly elaborated essay arguments to answer questions 
about social justice. We also studied how students exemplified their arguments using experiences and 
impressions from excursions to Husby, Hammarby Sjöstad, or other suburbs. The student could 
choose to write essays on different topics addressed during the course, for example the internal and 
external factors influencing the Swedish welfare model, climate change policy or city planning. The 
student was required to demonstrate both analytical thinking of course content and critical 
reflections, for example when visiting areas of Stockholm during excursions.  

Our analysis included three steps: 1) in-depth reading of essays; 2) word-tree contextualization of 
terms used in course essays; and 3) qualitative interpretation of terminology used and word-tree 
output.  By combining textual analysis and in-depth reading, we assessed how students exercised 
analytical thinking and critical reflection around questions of social justice in their essays. See 
Appendix 2 for word trees analyzing student reflections on their excursions to the suburbs Husby and 
Hammarby Sjöstad. These are used to identify key terms used when students discussed these 
excursions.  

                                                        
1 Since the course essay is not mandatory, but can improve the student’s grade, the number of students writing 
the essay in SweSoc is historically less than 50%. 
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After word trees were mapped out and the central terms identified, we used these to guiding a close 
reading of the written essays to qualitatively interpret the use of these terms. We focused on how 
Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad were used as empirical examples when discussing social justice, city 
planning, and the Swedish welfare model. We provide excerpts of such student reflections below to 
illustrate how they discussed this in relation to the excursions: 

“Furthermore, institutions like schools are at much lower levels in suburbs like Husby. So even in a 
rich and high developed city like Stockholm, not everybody has access to the same “systems”.”  

 “Our excursion to Husby, for example showed that the basic plan of an ABC-suburb is not always 
working anymore today.” 

“The urban planners presented the harsh reality of their planning: that the members of poorer, 
more immigrant communities (such as Husby…) were not being taken into account during 
planning.” 

The examples above highlights reflections by students about accessibility, how former planning 
required adjustments, and the challenges that planners faced in practice when attempting to address 
challenges of matching planning practice with real life condition and challenges in suburbs.  These 
reflections about social justice brought about the realization that a “highly developed city like 
Stockholm” also restricted access for certain groups of citizens. Our interpretation of such results is 
developed further in the next section. 

Results 

Analytical thinking and critical reflections in student writing 

From the students’ arguments about social justice in Stockholm’s city planning, we identified a set of 
narratives about Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad that each relied on certain empirical examples to 
discuss how social justice related to city planning (see Table 3). Students also made reference to the 
Swedish welfare model, climate change policy, and in the case of Hammarby Sjöstad to ecological 
sustainability and eco-housing. We related these to social justice, for example, in terms of access by 
residents in Husby to the high-tech labor market.  
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Results from textual content analysis. Analysis of students’ reflections about excursions 
using the terms: Husby/Hammarby AND social AND justice. 
 

The analysis of essay themes that related to excursions revealed that the excursion to Husby raised 

questions about social justice and segregation and motivated the students to write down their own 

Husby Hammarby Sjöstad 

Swedish welfare model: historical 
development 

Transforming old industrial area to eco-
friendly neighborhood  

Suburbs created in ABC-model today new 
needs of immigrant residents  

Eco-houses and recycling (technical 
description of solutions) 

Segregation, immigrants’ housing situation 
in suburbs 

Green living in wealthy neighborhoods not 
accessible to majority of people 

Social justice: residents in Husby not 
working in IT-sector in nearby Kista  

Environmental justice: Protection of 
resources (recycling, eco-friendly, etc.) 
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experiences from the visits. The excursion to Hammarby Sjöstad triggered a broader set of questions 
about urban regeneration, engineering solutions for eco-efficient suburbs as well as questions about 
environmental justice.  

Student reflections identified both practical challenges for engineering in contemporary planning and 
wider societal challenges in Sweden. In particular, the students used excursions to empirically 
exemplify aspects of social justice, for example: 

 how to balance social and environmental justice in city planning, including what to do about the 
gentrification of industrial sites designated as areas for eco-development  

 suburban segregation and the challenge of responding to new needs of residents with changing 
ethnic and demographic composition  

 planning “failures” where stakeholder groups were not involved early in the process to ensure 
awareness of which groups would move into the area  

 how planning ideals changed over time and how actors enforced city building regimes affecting 
residents in the city center and suburbs 

As the students relied on the tools to articulate arguments about social justice, they focused on what 
this meant for the day-to-day practice of the engineer. Rather than planning how to distribute the 
gifts of engineering, the students reflected on how to combine readings with excursions to relate their 
work to the context and residents.  

Another theme in the students’ reflections was the relationship between city planning and national 
identity (e.g. assumptions about Swedes being a nature loving people). For these arguments, students 
relied on course readings alone, and were not able to articulate reflections on what this meant for the 
role of engineers working with social justice.  

One conclusion we take from this analysis is that analytical tools should be combined with an empirical 
context in order for students to question the how engineering influences decision-making. We argue 
that the concepts of meta-cognition and development of literacy are central here for a discussion 
about future skills of engineers in facing complex challenges, such as integrating social justice in city 
planning or the development of existing infrastructures in urban contexts. 

Arguments in essays: revisiting proximate zones  

Earlier we mentioned Vygotsky’s treatment of learning as a process that occurs within a zone 
of proximal development. This is collective and explicit process, rather than a solitary one. For 
example, speaking, writing, and counting are first practiced out loud before becoming 
internalized (Crain, 2005). To become literate in social justice, we asked the students to apply 
tools that made their thinking, reflections, and argumentation explicit., Instructions and 
feedback served to scaffold students when they used these tools to explore their zone of 
proximal development, gradually shifting it towards new and more challenging tasks. In the 
SweSoc-course, seminars and peer review by other students were means to scaffold the 
students when demonstrating literacy in social justice. 

Scaffolding supported students in differentiating between environmental justice and social 
justice. At the beginning of the course, students often conflated these terms or understood 
them to be synonymous. In the final essay, students who gave and received peer review had 
developed these arguments further and demonstrated the premises for their arguments in 
closer detail. One student began the essay’s argument stating, “Swedish engineers are good 
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at environmental justice, but not at social justice.” Other examples from essays show students 
demonstrating an ability to distinguish between different stakeholders’ perspectives, 
available resources and influence on urban planning in the name of sustainability. 

We note that our approach to providing scaffolding in SweSoc did not decrease the overall 
workload of the teachers, but shifted it toward facilitation: to instruct the students in the use 
of the tools for analytical thinking, critical reflection, and peer review. The students’ role, in 
turn, shifted from time-on-task participation towards being time managers who accounted 
for each stage in the explicit models to address the questions that we, the teachers, had 
formulated. In the area of social justice, identifying the critical questions is by implication 
linked to the ability to recognize different stakeholders’ perspectives, presupposing the 
student’s own ability for self-assessment or thinking about thinking. For a course of 200 
students, neither the skills development nor the necessary dialogue or collaboration would 
have been possible if we had relied exclusively on teacher-student interaction. Rather, the 
purpose of students reviewing the texts of other students is based on guiding the review to 
assess features of the text that they have been instructed to demonstrate in their own writing. 
The point is to understand and suggest clarifications of the arguments used. During the 
course, we emphasized that seminar activities were not graded and that feedback should be 
constructive in order to create a learning environment that allowed students to raise new 
questions and test ideas relating to the course topics (cf. Biesta 2014).2 

In our previous categorization of student comments from peer-review, we examined the 
degree to which the students demonstrated understanding of the explicit models. In the peer-
review, while three out of four students used the formal language of the models, only one 
out of four discussed implicit aspects of the texts. For example, the students’ texts had 
arguments whose implications they rarely spelled out (For an outline of the categories of 
feedback provided, see Author, 2015). We intended for students to use the explicit models in 
order to explicitly state the various elements of the texts, their argument and logic. 
Conversely, the models worked best with elements that were explicit themselves, for 
example what was the perspectives or sources used in the text or the results it had reached. 
In some cases, a student would challenge the questions of the assignment, providing 
alternative questions that they believed to be more relevant. We interpreted this as attempts 
by the student to reach beyond the format of the course, which is the whole point of the tools 
once the students have become proficient in their use.  

Overall, our analysis of the students’ writing illustrate both their views on social justice and 
how these views developed through readings, excursions, discussions, and writing. By 
discussing and reviewing each other’s arguments, students could practice the metacognition 
of thinking through the role of the engineer with respects to people affected by their work. 

Epilogue and concluding remarks 

It’s the end of the semester. We have just finished the last seminar with our students on the SweSoc-
course. Now only the examination and course essay remain. One student lingers as the room clears, 
and then asks, “I now understand the models but I do not agree – can there not be other ways to 
analytical thinking or critical reflection?” Our answer would have been affirmative – indeed there are 

                                                        
2 We acknowledge the valuable comments and suggestions by Amy E. Slaton on purpose of peer-review and 
comments on reward and motivation in instruction. 
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other ways. We have argued that the three explicit models of analytical thinking, critical reflection, 
and peer review are condensed representations of entire fields of inquiry into how to think, reflect, 
and collaborate within the humanities. Engineering education should also cultivate a mentality where 
students take a critical view of critical analysis itself before they embark on their further studies, 
professional careers, and lives. But to introduce them to that process, we have argued for using the 
models as tools to scaffold their learning, as Lev Vygotsky outlined it. The tools are meant to be 
instructive, a point of reference that provide an initial sense of correct or incorrect demonstrations 
for how to think, reflect, and review arguments. In due time, the student can analytically and critically 
formulate and assess their own arguments. Over time, such habits shift their thinking about thinking, 
what we have referred to as metacognition, whereby they in turn may question the explicit models. 
The student may revise what they initially relied upon.  

We have conceptualized thinking, reflection, and review as tools also to bring them into dialogue with 
what Rosalind Williams calls retooling – the shift in engineering education towards humanistic, 
reflexive, skills. We have called these skills for literacies and in particular discussed how to make 
engineering students literate about social justice. To retool engineering education towards literacy in 
social justice, students should focus on demonstrating arguments about social justice, not give 
summaries on literature that happen to use terms such as “social justice”. The ability to assess and 
reformulate arguments will be of increasing relevance whenever engineering education seeks to 
incorporate wider societal goals.  

By analyzing engineering students’ views on solutions and challenges of addressing social justice in 
practice, we can improve our understanding of engineering skills required to work with social justice. 
Thereby, the study complements discussion and critiques of the relationships between society and 
engineering outlined in the rhetoric of engineering grand challenges, and contributes by discussing 
new roles for engineers in day-to-day challenges working with social justice. 

Finally, many engineering students are unfamiliar with the literature and formats used for critical 
reflection within the humanities – it is imperative that any retooling to increase literacy in these 
domains neither overestimate what students know but conversely do not underestimate what they 
can be expected to understand. An introduction to analytical thinking, critical reflection and peer 
review should therefor be organized to build capacity and curiosity for further inquiries that by 
inference would problematize the very process through which we instructed that thinking and 
reflection in the first place. 
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Appendix 1: Degree ordinance Sweden 2015 

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering [Civilingenjörsexamen] 
 
Scope 
A Degree of Master of Science in Engineering is awarded after the student has completed the courses 
required to gain 300 credits. 
 

Outcomes 
For a Degree of Master of Science in Engineering the student shall demonstrate the knowledge and skills 
required to work autonomously as a graduate engineer. 
 
Knowledge and understanding 
For a Degree of Master of Science in Engineering the student shall 
 demonstrate knowledge of the disciplinary foundation of and proven experience in his or her chosen 

field of technology as well as insight into current research and development work, and 
 demonstrate both broad knowledge of his or her chosen field of technology, including knowledge of 

mathematics and the natural sciences, as well as a considerable degree of specialised knowledge in 
certain areas of the field.  

Competence and skills 
For a Degree of Master of Science in Engineering the student shall 
 demonstrate the ability to identify, formulate and deal with complex issues autonomously and critically 

and with a holistic approach and also to participate in research and development work and so 
contribute to the formation of knowledge 

 demonstrate the ability to create, analyse and critically evaluate various technological solutions  
 demonstrate the ability to plan and use appropriate methods to undertake advanced tasks within 

predetermined parameters  
 demonstrate the ability to integrate knowledge critically and systematically as well as the ability to 

model, simulate, predict and evaluate sequences of events even with limited information  
 demonstrate the ability to develop and design products, processes and systems while taking into 

account the circumstances and needs of individuals and the targets for economically, socially and 
ecologically sustainable development set by the community  

 demonstrate the capacity for teamwork and collaboration with various constellations, and  
 demonstrate the ability to clearly present his or her conclusions and the knowledge and arguments on 

which they are based in speech and writing to different audiences in both national and international 
contexts. 

Judgment and approach 
For a Degree of Master of Science in Engineering the student shall 
 demonstrate the ability to make assessments informed by relevant disciplinary, social and ethical 

aspects as well as awareness of ethical aspects of research and development work 
 demonstrate insight into the possibilities and limitations of technology, its role in society and the 

responsibility of the individual for how it is used, including both social and economic aspects and also 
environmental and occupational health and safety considerations, and 

 demonstrate the ability to identify the personal need for further knowledge and undertake ongoing 
development of his or her skills. 

 
Independent project (degree project) 
A requirement for the award of a Degree of Master of Science in Engineering is completion by the student 
of an independent project (degree project) for at least 30 credits. 
 

Miscellaneous 
Specific requirements determined by each higher education institution itself within the parameters of the 
requirements laid down in this qualification descriptor shall also apply for a Degree of Master of Science in 
Engineering. 
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Appendix 2  
Illustrations of word trees used in textual analysis of student reflections in essays relating to excursions to suburbs Husby and Hammarby Sjöstad, 
using NVivo 11.  
 

 

husby

toto

such a suburb is K ista , Akalla and husby ( lecture Kaijser , 2014 ). As can be concluded from a field tripsuch a suburb is K ista , Akalla and husby ( lecture Kaijser , 2014 ). As can be concluded from a field trip

in both the cases presented in the journal by Bradley , Gunnarsson - Östling , and Isaksson and during our class visitin both the cases presented in the journal by Bradley , Gunnarsson - Östling , and Isaksson and during our class visit

ExcursionExcursion

review of  the great Swedish planning project . Planning Perspectives . 3 , 2005 , 20 , pp . 301 - 328 . 3 . Stenberg , Erik .review of  the great Swedish planning project . Planning Perspectives . 3 , 2005 , 20 , pp . 301 - 328 . 3 . Stenberg , Erik .

ourour

underground grid played a key role . But you can also see differences compared to the original ideas .underground grid played a key role . But you can also see differences compared to the original ideas .

OnOn
to the development of  what we know now as ABC - suburbs , one of  which we sawto the development of  what we know now as ABC - suburbs , one of  which we saw

close academic research and education , companies and everyday lives are connected to each other in K ista .close academic research and education , companies and everyday lives are connected to each other in K ista .

Nina Wormbs , Technology - dependent commons : the example of  frequency spectrum for broadcasting in Europe in the 1920s .[ 6 ]Nina Wormbs , Technology - dependent commons : the example of  frequency spectrum for broadcasting in Europe in the 1920s .[ 6 ]

city for everybody ( Sax 2008 , p . 1ff  .). This concept of  the new suburbs was also apparent at thecity for everybody ( Sax 2008 , p . 1ff  .). This concept of  the new suburbs was also apparent at the

are question about rightness of  such a bright help with increased income taxes . Excursion , during the course Swedish Societyare question about rightness of  such a bright help with increased income taxes . Excursion , during the course Swedish Society

A Swedish Identity lecture and Power Point Presentation by Anders Houltz , 2014 Swedish Infrasystems by Nina Wormbs , 2014 ExcursionsA Swedish Identity lecture and Power Point Presentation by Anders Houltz , 2014 Swedish Infrasystems by Nina Wormbs , 2014 Excursions

The urban planners presented the harsh reality of  their planning : that the members of  poorer , more immigrant communities ( such asThe urban planners presented the harsh reality of  their planning : that the members of  poorer , more immigrant communities ( such as

privet subjects , were completely renovated . The rest of  housing were kept in post modernist style . Most of  the habitants livingprivet subjects , were completely renovated . The rest of  housing were kept in post modernist style . Most of  the habitants living

of  who can use cities and systems I recognize a development which can become a problem in the future . Today ,of  who can use cities and systems I recognize a development which can become a problem in the future . Today ,

ofof

the industry was urged towards these . Nevertheless , we can see that this goal was only partially fulfilled . The examplethe industry was urged towards these . Nevertheless , we can see that this goal was only partially fulfilled . The example

often lead to segregation in the city of  Stockholm , with less well off  immigrants inhabiting the gray apartment buildingsoften lead to segregation in the city of  Stockholm , with less well off  immigrants inhabiting the gray apartment buildings

city and resulted in the increase in population size . In my opinion , this is probably why the suburb areacity and resulted in the increase in population size . In my opinion , this is probably why the suburb area

likelike

future efforts should be put in . Society directs efforts to areas in Stockholm that are deemed to be segregated (future efforts should be put in . Society directs efforts to areas in Stockholm that are deemed to be segregated (

deny that there are also districts in Stockholm who might need the respective financial aid more urgently . Housing areasdeny that there are also districts in Stockholm who might need the respective financial aid more urgently . Housing areas

change the use of  certain urban districts . Furthermore institutions like schools are on a much lower level in suburbschange the use of  certain urban districts . Furthermore institutions like schools are on a much lower level in suburbs

inin

is not always working anymore today . K ista still offers a lot of  workplaces , but mostly not for people livingis not always working anymore today . K ista still offers a lot of  workplaces , but mostly not for people living

Bosnia , etc .) have migrated to Sweden . Take the course excursion as an example , there was barely no blonde peopleBosnia , etc .) have migrated to Sweden . Take the course excursion as an example , there was barely no blonde people

1 ]. Finally , I would like to point out an interesting impression I had when I was at the excursion1 ]. Finally , I would like to point out an interesting impression I had when I was at the excursion

create businesses that led to a huge impact on the local society and who live and work in K ista , whilecreate businesses that led to a huge impact on the local society and who live and work in K ista , while

andand
to live , all the housing was on walking distance from nature . Examples of  such a suburb is K ista , Akallato live , all the housing was on walking distance from nature . Examples of  such a suburb is K ista , Akalla

a street , where we can clearly see K ista and its IT /  Telecom city , and we were explained how K istaa street , where we can clearly see K ista and its IT /  Telecom city , and we were explained how K ista

ABC - suburbs ( Böstader , Centrum and Arbete ). Later , these areas have experienced enormous shifts with immigration , such as Vällingly , K ista orABC - suburbs ( Böstader , Centrum and Arbete ). Later , these areas have experienced enormous shifts with immigration , such as Vällingly , K ista or

. Excursion :. Excursion :
Sweden 2011 ( page 6 ) 13 . Lecture : The Swedish Model . Merrick Tabor 14 . Lecture : The Swedish Model . Merrick Tabor 15Sweden 2011 ( page 6 ) 13 . Lecture : The Swedish Model . Merrick Tabor 14 . Lecture : The Swedish Model . Merrick Tabor 15

Lecture : Houltz Industrial Flow and National Pride 2007 10 . Fragment extracted of  my previous work in this field . 11Lecture : Houltz Industrial Flow and National Pride 2007 10 . Fragment extracted of  my previous work in this field . 11

..
which worked out to a certain amount , but the industry also influenced the city planning and created its own structurewhich worked out to a certain amount , but the industry also influenced the city planning and created its own structure

of  the great Swedish planning project . Planning Perspectives . 3 , 2005 , 20 , pp . 301 - 328 . 3 . Stenberg , Erik . Excursion to husbyof  the great Swedish planning project . Planning Perspectives . 3 , 2005 , 20 , pp . 301 - 328 . 3 . Stenberg , Erik . Excursion to husby

--
planned city district served by the subway and as a symbol of  the Swedish middle - way welfare state . K ista - Akallaplanned city district served by the subway and as a symbol of  the Swedish middle - way welfare state . K ista - Akalla

A strong separation of  immigrants leads to social problems like unemployment , which was discussed during the study visit to StockholmA strong separation of  immigrants leads to social problems like unemployment , which was discussed during the study visit to Stockholm

werewere
built as a ABCsuburb , as well . I am studying Computer Science at KTH and thereby experienced how close academicbuilt as a ABCsuburb , as well . I am studying Computer Science at KTH and thereby experienced how close academic

born outside Sweden []. It is good think that country care for this people as well , but on the otherborn outside Sweden []. It is good think that country care for this people as well , but on the other

was dominated by a high percentage of  immigrants , since there was a surplus of  housings and more local Swedes werewas dominated by a high percentage of  immigrants , since there was a surplus of  housings and more local Swedes were

suburb , it is obvious that the immagration population in Sweden is beyond a certain level . Riots and crime have risensuburb , it is obvious that the immagration population in Sweden is beyond a certain level . Riots and crime have risen

right down the road from the bustling K ista . Industry plays a large role in who can use cities and systems .right down the road from the bustling K ista . Industry plays a large role in who can use cities and systems .

reveals ( 3 ) that there is barely any commercial activity in this particular center , but all the more is K ista onereveals ( 3 ) that there is barely any commercial activity in this particular center , but all the more is K ista one

need to be renovated and adapted to current isolation levels in the foreseeable future . For me , the increasing segregation ofneed to be renovated and adapted to current isolation levels in the foreseeable future . For me , the increasing segregation of

isis
also an excellent example of  how the city regime believed at that time to be able to shape societyalso an excellent example of  how the city regime believed at that time to be able to shape society

a region which is characterized for being the residence of  immigrants or people who do not have enough resourcesa region which is characterized for being the residence of  immigrants or people who do not have enough resources

in the North of  Stockholm . The multi - family houses with the same concept were built around the citycenter with shopsin the North of  Stockholm . The multi - family houses with the same concept were built around the citycenter with shops

I was very impressed by the city planning that created this district . I have never been in a city areaI was very impressed by the city planning that created this district . I have never been in a city area

have a high unemployment rate . Investments both from the governemt and from private investors are of  great impact on creatinghave a high unemployment rate . Investments both from the governemt and from private investors are of  great impact on creating

during the Swedish society course , 2014 , these suburbs are nowadays occupied by mostly immigrants and have a bad image . Butduring the Swedish society course , 2014 , these suburbs are nowadays occupied by mostly immigrants and have a bad image . But

district in Stockholm , let me to explore this problem in wider scope . A few of  social accommodation were visited . Eachdistrict in Stockholm , let me to explore this problem in wider scope . A few of  social accommodation were visited . Each

could have had the same projector over the last few decades if  it was not the well and the decisioncould have had the same projector over the last few decades if  it was not the well and the decision

and Hammraby Sjöstad , 2014 Film Dalecarlian ( Masjävlar ), 2004and Hammraby Sjöstad , 2014 Film Dalecarlian ( Masjävlar ), 2004

: s.n September 18 , 2014 . 4 . DPA . Sweden's K ista becomes haven for tech research .[ Online ] July 28 , 2003 .[  Cited : December 12 ,: s.n September 18 , 2014 . 4 . DPA . Sweden's K ista becomes haven for tech research .[ Online ] July 28 , 2003 .[  Cited : December 12 ,

..

Today the suburb of  Stockholm has many facets and dimensions . Rich neighbourhoods such as Hammärby are the new places toToday the suburb of  Stockholm has many facets and dimensions . Rich neighbourhoods such as Hammärby are the new places to

So even in a rich and high developed city like Stockholm , not everybody has access to the same “  systems ” . DueSo even in a rich and high developed city like Stockholm , not everybody has access to the same “  systems ” . Due

Most of  the people working in K ista come from different parts of  Stockholm every morning . So the infrastructure of  suburbsMost of  the people working in K ista come from different parts of  Stockholm every morning . So the infrastructure of  suburbs
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Eventually the MMF - regime fell due to “  a total loss of  legitimacy for City Hal politicians and their allies inEventually the MMF - regime fell due to “  a total loss of  legitimacy for City Hal politicians and their allies in
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Almost at the end of  the excursion , we were standing at a bridge above a street , where we can clearlyAlmost at the end of  the excursion , we were standing at a bridge above a street , where we can clearly
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too Therefore the promotion of  integration and an easy access to education is crucial . A further challenge for Sweden couldtoo Therefore the promotion of  integration and an easy access to education is crucial . A further challenge for Sweden could

for example , showed that the basic plan of  an ABC -‐ suburb is not always working anymore today . K ista still offersfor example , showed that the basic plan of  an ABC -‐ suburb is not always working anymore today . K ista still offers

)[ 2 while at the same time , new districts , such as hammarby Sjöstad , which are inaccessible for a majority of  the)[ 2 while at the same time , new districts , such as hammarby Sjöstad , which are inaccessible for a majority of  the

) were not being taken into account during planning . During urban planning , most plans included above ground roads and highways benefitting) were not being taken into account during planning . During urban planning , most plans included above ground roads and highways benefitting
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lecture Kaijser , 2014 ). As can be concluded from a field trip to husby during the Swedish society course , 2014 , theselecture Kaijser , 2014 ). As can be concluded from a field trip to husby during the Swedish society course , 2014 , these

a less wealthy and more immigrant - heavy neighborhood of  Stockholm ). When talking to urban planners during an environmental justice seminar ,a less wealthy and more immigrant - heavy neighborhood of  Stockholm ). When talking to urban planners during an environmental justice seminar ,
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protection of  resources part of  environmental justice , but less good at the social justice part . During our class visitprotection of  resources part of  environmental justice , but less good at the social justice part . During our class visit
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in peoples ' minds . Therefore new builded areas are erected in an ecofriendly way . This was shown on thein peoples ' minds . Therefore new builded areas are erected in an ecofriendly way . This was shown on the
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the major stakeholders in the movement this time . I had the opportunity to go to a study visit [ 3 ] atthe major stakeholders in the movement this time . I had the opportunity to go to a study visit [ 3 ] at
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Sweden has engaged in the implementation of  sustainable urbanism . The eco - cycle solution in hammarby Sjöstad which is calledSweden has engaged in the implementation of  sustainable urbanism . The eco - cycle solution in hammarby Sjöstad which is called

of  waste treatment . In the 1990 ' s , Stockholm city planners took contemporary environmental practices and expanded upon them withof  waste treatment . In the 1990 ' s , Stockholm city planners took contemporary environmental practices and expanded upon them with

from living in such an environmentally friendly area while being involved in maximizing resource saving , reusing and recycling . Fromfrom living in such an environmentally friendly area while being involved in maximizing resource saving , reusing and recycling . From

conserving nature and to decrease the impact of  emission on the environment massively by developing an own ecocycle called “conserving nature and to decrease the impact of  emission on the environment massively by developing an own ecocycle called “
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in Stockholm that are deemed to be segregated ( like husby )[ 2 ], while at the same time , new districts ,in Stockholm that are deemed to be segregated ( like husby )[ 2 ], while at the same time , new districts ,

identity that is reflected on the development of  Stockholm throughout the years . This identity is expressed in placesidentity that is reflected on the development of  Stockholm throughout the years . This identity is expressed in places

Stockholm – in the Journal of  Urban Technology , Volume 11 , Number 2 , page 13 - 39 , published on August 2004 . 3 . Excursion –Stockholm – in the Journal of  Urban Technology , Volume 11 , Number 2 , page 13 - 39 , published on August 2004 . 3 . Excursion –

residents should use the well -‐ integrated public transportation system and all those who dependent on cars should join car pools (residents should use the well -‐ integrated public transportation system and all those who dependent on cars should join car pools (

Post - War Stockholm , 2004 ) For example , hammarby sjöstad is the Stockholm’s biggest urban development project focusing on water and ecology .(Post - War Stockholm , 2004 ) For example , hammarby sjöstad is the Stockholm’s biggest urban development project focusing on water and ecology .(
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sustainability and environment -‐ friendliness . According to Kaijser in [ 1 ], Public - Private partnerships played a key role in the developmentsustainability and environment -‐ friendliness . According to Kaijser in [ 1 ], Public - Private partnerships played a key role in the development

Stockholm established an ecofriendly new city district which follows tough environmental requirements . Some of  the goals Philipp Keuter 900410T516Stockholm established an ecofriendly new city district which follows tough environmental requirements . Some of  the goals Philipp Keuter 900410T516

several tram lines and a new ferry boat connection to Södermalm were set up . In particular shows the exampleseveral tram lines and a new ferry boat connection to Södermalm were set up . In particular shows the example

locally and waste water is treated which also aids in the production of  heating and cooling . The city planninglocally and waste water is treated which also aids in the production of  heating and cooling . The city planning

districtdistrict
for housing . On a large scale which also includes city planning , infrasystem and environmentally friendly is the cityfor housing . On a large scale which also includes city planning , infrasystem and environmentally friendly is the city

fermented to produce biogas . This , in turn , is in many municipalities used to power public transport . In thefermented to produce biogas . This , in turn , is in many municipalities used to power public transport . In the
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projectsprojects
ones could be identified as ; poverty , segregation and environmental issues etc . The positive ones could be ; cultural interchange ,ones could be identified as ; poverty , segregation and environmental issues etc . The positive ones could be ; cultural interchange ,

few could be managed to accomplish ( 1 ). The urbanization caused the city to grow more and more . Newfew could be managed to accomplish ( 1 ). The urbanization caused the city to grow more and more . New

extent of  recycling in Sweden is very high ; around 99 % of  household waste is recycled [ 3 ]. Newly built suburbs ,extent of  recycling in Sweden is very high ; around 99 % of  household waste is recycled [ 3 ]. Newly built suburbs ,

and tolerance follows everything that is publically done and built in Stockholm , one might argue that building of  neighborhoodsand tolerance follows everything that is publically done and built in Stockholm , one might argue that building of  neighborhoods

isis
emerged and is still today one main problem concerning Stockholm ` s future . One example of  projects in this timeemerged and is still today one main problem concerning Stockholm ` s future . One example of  projects in this time

can be seen . Bad or polluted areas close to the inner city are turned into green neighborhoods . An examplecan be seen . Bad or polluted areas close to the inner city are turned into green neighborhoods . An example
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the CBR . Swedes think of  themselves as nature - loving and modern . Both aspects are reflected in the city buildingthe CBR . Swedes think of  themselves as nature - loving and modern . Both aspects are reflected in the city building

Stockholm’s biggest urban development project , which focuses more on decreasing water consumption and ecology . Also , 80 % of  the populationStockholm’s biggest urban development project , which focuses more on decreasing water consumption and ecology . Also , 80 % of  the population

planning process in Stockholm and how Sweden has engaged in the implementation of  sustainable urbanism . The eco - cycle solutionplanning process in Stockholm and how Sweden has engaged in the implementation of  sustainable urbanism . The eco - cycle solution

environmentally friendly as possible and therefore use modern technology . The waste management realised with a underground network of  tubesenvironmentally friendly as possible and therefore use modern technology . The waste management realised with a underground network of  tubes
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For example ,For example ,
the dependence on public transportation decreased . In the Commercial Building Regime ( from 1980 ) housing production developed more fashionably .the dependence on public transportation decreased . In the Commercial Building Regime ( from 1980 ) housing production developed more fashionably .

Commercial Building ) Regime , from 1980 , housing production developed more fashionably .( City - Building Regimes in Post - War Stockholm , 2004 )Commercial Building ) Regime , from 1980 , housing production developed more fashionably .( City - Building Regimes in Post - War Stockholm , 2004 )

extraordinary example to illustrate such initiatives is the well - known eco - environmentally friendly district hammarby Sjöstad . 4 An excursion towardsextraordinary example to illustrate such initiatives is the well - known eco - environmentally friendly district hammarby Sjöstad . 4 An excursion towards

condition since the 1930s to its current urban city with proper housing and facilities . One of  the examples would becondition since the 1930s to its current urban city with proper housing and facilities . One of  the examples would be

be pursued simultaneously . Sweden , especially Stockholm , provides a good example for the successful combination of  an adaptation and mitigation concept :“be pursued simultaneously . Sweden , especially Stockholm , provides a good example for the successful combination of  an adaptation and mitigation concept :“

as mixed - use lands . 2 An extraordinary example to illustrate such initiatives is the well - known eco - environmentally friendly districtas mixed - use lands . 2 An extraordinary example to illustrate such initiatives is the well - known eco - environmentally friendly district

and to decrease the impact of  emission on the environment massively by developing an own ecocycle called “  The hammarby Model ” (and to decrease the impact of  emission on the environment massively by developing an own ecocycle called “  The hammarby Model ” (
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an essential part of  mitigation and adaptation . A good example of  a bottom - up measure is the suburb of  Stockholman essential part of  mitigation and adaptation . A good example of  a bottom - up measure is the suburb of  Stockholm
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waste disposal system and where the residents will produce 50 % of  the fuel used to produce the energy they needwaste disposal system and where the residents will produce 50 % of  the fuel used to produce the energy they need

the produced electricity , can be used as fuel by cars and busses and thereby reduces the usage of  fossil fuelsthe produced electricity , can be used as fuel by cars and busses and thereby reduces the usage of  fossil fuels
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travels around by public transport . It could be said that it is a model for sustainability of  energy and waste .travels around by public transport . It could be said that it is a model for sustainability of  energy and waste .
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” . Due to the cooperation between urban planners , stakeholders and environmental experts , Stockholm established an ecofriendly new city district which” . Due to the cooperation between urban planners , stakeholders and environmental experts , Stockholm established an ecofriendly new city district which

– a new city district with emphasis on water and ecology– a new city district with emphasis on water and ecology
, 2012 ) There , 80 % of  journey is by public transport ,, 2012 ) There , 80 % of  journey is by public transport ,
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within the course : Swedish Society took place on 16th September , 2014 , which aimed to provide course 4 An outlinewithin the course : Swedish Society took place on 16th September , 2014 , which aimed to provide course 4 An outline

which iswhich is
called the hammarby Model has been developed by Fortum , Stockholm Water Company and the Stockholm Waste Managementcalled the hammarby Model has been developed by Fortum , Stockholm Water Company and the Stockholm Waste Management

a pioneer in ecofriendly city development and how new living areas should be erected in future . Asa pioneer in ecofriendly city development and how new living areas should be erected in future . As

website ). This can be seen as a flagship project , both national and international , how to combine adaptation and mitigationwebsite ). This can be seen as a flagship project , both national and international , how to combine adaptation and mitigation

project . The plan was to convert an old industrial area into a modern and eco -‐ friendly neighborhood with housingproject . The plan was to convert an old industrial area into a modern and eco -‐ friendly neighborhood with housing

oriented to recover previous industrial sectors of  large cities in an eco - friendly way , new sources for incomes , etc .oriented to recover previous industrial sectors of  large cities in an eco - friendly way , new sources for incomes , etc .
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5 . Towards a greener future5 . Towards a greener future

is the Stockholm’s biggest urban development projectis the Stockholm’s biggest urban development project
focusing on water and ecology .( hammarby Sjöstad – a new city district withfocusing on water and ecology .( hammarby Sjöstad – a new city district with

, which focuses more on decreasing water consumption and ecology . Also , 80 % of, which focuses more on decreasing water consumption and ecology . Also , 80 % of

in Stockholm , make use of  tubing systems to collect the garbage in a faster and more environmentally friendly way [in Stockholm , make use of  tubing systems to collect the garbage in a faster and more environmentally friendly way [

how the city planning is influenced by the needs of  people . Furthermore , one can see , that the industry itselfhow the city planning is influenced by the needs of  people . Furthermore , one can see , that the industry itself

has a special environmental program with strict requirements and is truly an example of  adaptation to the changing environmenthas a special environmental program with strict requirements and is truly an example of  adaptation to the changing environment

from KTH , Course – Swedish Society AK1213 , on 16 September , 2014 RACHAEN M . HUQ 3from KTH , Course – Swedish Society AK1213 , on 16 September , 2014 RACHAEN M . HUQ 3

emerged . There , an industrial area was changed to a building complex to mitigate the lack of  housing . Originally , theemerged . There , an industrial area was changed to a building complex to mitigate the lack of  housing . Originally , the
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, it can be revealed that the new strategic planning shed more lights on inner city redevelopment on the, it can be revealed that the new strategic planning shed more lights on inner city redevelopment on the
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attend there a lecture on how this “  lake -‐ city ”  has emerged from a polluted industrial arena in theattend there a lecture on how this “  lake -‐ city ”  has emerged from a polluted industrial arena in the
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The roles of  different socio -‐ economic , political and industrial players in the development and planning of  a city isThe roles of  different socio -‐ economic , political and industrial players in the development and planning of  a city is
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which are inaccessible for a majority of  the population , are built . In my opinion those projects need to bewhich are inaccessible for a majority of  the population , are built . In my opinion those projects need to be

wherewhere
everything is built to be eco -‐ friendly , sustainable , modern , and efficient ( Freudenthal , 2014 ). In addition , we can seeeverything is built to be eco -‐ friendly , sustainable , modern , and efficient ( Freudenthal , 2014 ). In addition , we can see

efficient and green housing was a major part of  the city district development concept to actively reduce environmentalefficient and green housing was a major part of  the city district development concept to actively reduce environmental

Stockholm , Sweden : s.n ., September 16 , 2014 . 8 . Houltz , Anders . Industrial Flow and National Pride : SKF and Volvo , Icons ofStockholm , Sweden : s.n ., September 16 , 2014 . 8 . Houltz , Anders . Industrial Flow and National Pride : SKF and Volvo , Icons of
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newly built city region within Stockholm City , is one of  the results of  this environment policy . It isnewly built city region within Stockholm City , is one of  the results of  this environment policy . It is

high standard environmentally advanced district in the “  near -‐ periphery ” . To conclude , I would say that the different successivehigh standard environmentally advanced district in the “  near -‐ periphery ” . To conclude , I would say that the different successive
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where we visited during the excursion , it could be observed that there was a huge difference as compared towhere we visited during the excursion , it could be observed that there was a huge difference as compared to

also include coordination between actors to make its production cost low . It was one of  the first time wherealso include coordination between actors to make its production cost low . It was one of  the first time where

. This district is a sustainable district mainly build with the environment in mind . Its infrasystems includes recycling . Wastewater treatment. This district is a sustainable district mainly build with the environment in mind . Its infrasystems includes recycling . Wastewater treatment

ModelModel
” ( hammarby Sjöstad website ). This can be seen as a flagship project , both national and international , how to combine adaptation” ( hammarby Sjöstad website ). This can be seen as a flagship project , both national and international , how to combine adaptation

has been developed by Fortum , Stockholm Water Company and the Stockholm Waste Management Administration , based on the general concepthas been developed by Fortum , Stockholm Water Company and the Stockholm Waste Management Administration , based on the general concept

is ais a
perfect example . The movie ' Dalecarlian ' visualises the problems that arise when identities change . One part of  the familyperfect example . The movie ' Dalecarlian ' visualises the problems that arise when identities change . One part of  the family

modern well - planned district where importance is attached to eco - friendliness and design . It is really impressive thatmodern well - planned district where importance is attached to eco - friendliness and design . It is really impressive that

in Stockholm , 10 as well as in Linköping , 100 % of  the public transit runs on biogas . 11 In terms ofin Stockholm , 10 as well as in Linköping , 100 % of  the public transit runs on biogas . 11 In terms of
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We have here seen that they used new technologies , like an automated waste disposal system , to make these areas asWe have here seen that they used new technologies , like an automated waste disposal system , to make these areas as

Being nature - loving means to shape cities as environmentally friendly as possible and therefore use modern technology . The waste managementBeing nature - loving means to shape cities as environmentally friendly as possible and therefore use modern technology . The waste management

, 2014 Even if  the project isn’t complete yet , it demonstrates already how eco - friendly and sustainable modern city life can, 2014 Even if  the project isn’t complete yet , it demonstrates already how eco - friendly and sustainable modern city life can

( a wealthy , eco - friendly neighborhood in Stockholm ), we were given an in depth presentation about all the plans for green( a wealthy , eco - friendly neighborhood in Stockholm ), we were given an in depth presentation about all the plans for green
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